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It is a matter of pride to write a brief message in our 

School's eagerly awaited news letter.

Each news letter is a milestone that  carries information 

about our growth and unfolds various curricular and  co-

curricular  activities. In a way, news letter is a window to 

the activities of the school.

Education is unending life long process. Bangalore 

International Academy is truly part of this rigorous 

process.

Our aims and objectives is to provide academic 

excellence and all round development amongst our 

students in addition to instilling genuine human values and 

spiritual values .

we  strive hard to ignite the minds of our students with 

creativity and innovative ideas. As Aristotle once said" 

Educating the mind with out educating the heart is no 

education at all. 

Keeping this in mind, we teach our students  value 

systems like compassion, humility, generosity, kindness 

and community service. 

The world today is changing at such an accelerated rate 

and we as educators need to pause and reflect on this 

entire system of education. In this regard ,we are proud to 

say that Bangalore International Academy-with best 

infrastructural facilities, technology and well qualified 

teachers-is well equipped to prepare our children to face 

the challenges that the future holds. 

Our main thrust is to educate, enlighten and empower our 

students all the time. Along with academic studies, 

students are encouraged in games and athletics, art and 

craft, science clubs and various other activities.

With a supportive and committed management, dedicated 

teachers, caring and cooperative parents, Bangalore 

International Academy blends harmoniously to create 

child-centric School. 

Message by BIGI Mentor 

Celebrating 

Golden
jubilee 
year

CHRONICLES

BIGI Fraternity during Suvarna Sambhrama (1966-2016)

BANGALORE INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS 

BIGI BIA ‐ STATEBIA ‐ CBSE BIH ‐ ICSE

A Hattrick....! March-Past Contingent Leader Sanjana along with Founder Chairman 
Rtn. Dr. D. Muniraju Principal (State Wing) Mrs. Geetha Nagesh receiving the Award 
 from the Honourable Governor, His Excellency Sri Vajubhai Rudabhai Vala

Golden Moment Continues
A New Hattrick Embarks 

Founder Chairman Rtn Dr. D. Muniraju was awarded the honourary Doctorate by the Indian 
Virtual University for Peace and Education on 21 January 2017  for his lifetime achievement in the 
field of education and social service.

Golden Moment for the Head 
A Global Recognition Enhances  

Golden Jubilee Culminates 
A New Era Commences 

eaching out is a divine quality. We feel very happy 

Rfor possessing such a quality. Yes at BIGI we reach 

out to everyone. We reach out to every single 

unique and distinct learner commended in our care. We 

reach out to every kind of learner slow or gifted or topper. 

We ensure that even our students reach out to others, 

reach out to the world of knowledge, explore the horizons 

of adventure, reach out to the countries across the world, 

and reach out to their peers, parents, teachers and co-

human beings in this pilgrimage of life’s quest. Our efforts 

continue to pour in towards the endeavour of carving out 

the enlightened youth and place them before the 

competitive world to face it confidently. We strive to help 

them acquire knowledge and wisdom from all vessels of 

information and experience.  We deem every student as a 

unique human resource filled with tremendous surplus 

energy and we train them to be positively channelized to 

develop a strong self with an infinite strength to discover 

purpose and meaning of life and become an accomplished 

champion of destiny. Each student of our school is a 

bundle of potentialities, a treasure of talents and a fount of 

optimistic skills that are sharpened & develop for the 

prosperity of society and progress of the nation.    

 Our child centered approach focuses on all-round 

progress of the students. We attempt to enhance the 

global status of our students by providing opportunities to 

work and collaborate in learning related research work at 

international level. The exposure given to our students at 

global platform is unique where learning is joyous and 

adventurous. Fifty years passed on and now expectations 

have doubled from all stake holders on us. Indeed our 

responsibilities as educationists have also increased the 

zeal to contribute more abundantly to the cause of 

education.  Hence taking on the baton of education we 

start afresh again getting rejuvenated by our students who 

are the fueling power of our meaningful mission of 

education. At this juncture I wish to acknowledge my 

gratitude to the Members of the Board and Dr Abraham 

Ebenezer who by his presence, wisdom and ongoing 

support keeps the BIGI lamp glow brighter. My 

appreciations to all dear parents, Academic Director, 

Principals, teachers and students for their continuous 

efforts and unyielding spirit of endurance in gaining every 

possible fruit in the process of education. I conclude and 

hand over the second issue of BIGI Chronicles the 

quarterly newsletter saying To make an ocean each drop 

counts, to make a nation each student counts.

Chairman’s Message

Rtn. Dr. D. Muniraju

Founder Chairman, BIGI
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Contemporary Chronicles

Today’s youth are at the cross roads. Their inquisitiveness makes them seek instant gratification. They do have everything available at the finger tip; thanks to the advancement in 
technology. If their life goes on this way, their future would be saturated. How do we redeem them from this swiftly seeking scenario? A phenomenon that is To be or Not To be as told by 
Shakespeare. Education is the only Mantra. Here we wish to redefine the concept of education. Schooling is a unique formative period when human being undergoes three stages of transition of 
growth that transcend a tender child into a boy/girl; further into an adolescent and into a future citizen. During such crucial phase of a human being, the role of school or education is most 
important. The kind of education needed now is that which transcends a student beyond scholastic curricula that which we at BIGI have adopted to impart. The BIGI education system transcends 
human into super-human, integrates an individual self with the humanity: transforms an innocent toddler into a competent all-rounder; a dependent into a leader par excellent; curious learners 
into philosophers; a carefree kid into socially responsible civilian; a little angel into a messenger of peace; above all a mere child into a Persona who is an amalgamation of self-discipline and best 
character moulded with the values, virtues, morality and universal spirituality. 

We give paramount importance to every single child at BIGI to attain the process of holistic integration and self actualization. It’s a constant and life long process that is initiated by the 
school; a spiritual pursuit where the learner is a pilgrim traversing  from self integration to social integration; from national integration to international integration; from social harmony to 
ecological harmony; from intra-personal reconciliation to inter-personal reconciliation; from cosmic quest to search of summit within. We train our students to be effective leaders and equip 
them with the skills of Time Management, Crisis Management, Stress Management and Proficiency of Communication the pre-requisite of the students of the century. Our student is an action 
oriented person who is an ambassador and a torch bearer of the school marching forward against all odds of life. Wishing all the learners of BIGI a very happy new academic session we place the 
second issue of  newsletter BIGI  Chronicles in your hands presenting the quest of our BIGI students and staff. Kindly pen down your suggestions.  Happy reading. God Speed, Jai Hind. 

Mr Arokia Raj P,  Principal, BIA, CBSE

Editor in Chief

E D I T O R I A L 

Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence.

- Robert Frost

A New Addition to BIGI 
Fraternity Enriched

The Bangalore International Group of Institutions has been enriched by Mrs Indrani Sudarhsan, a 

new addition to its portals who has joined as Academic Director. Mrs Indrani Sudarshan, a respected 

educationist, served Bishop Cotton Boys’ School for 15 years as teacher, counsellor and programme 

Coordinator before joining Ebenezer International School, Bangalore as Director of Academics and 

Member of the Board of Directors of the Trust. Known for her creativity, innovative imagination and 

editorial skills, she has been an ideal teacher, administrator, a strict disciplinarian and perfectionist. 

She has received two Best Teacher Awards from Bishop Cotton Boys’ School and Rotary Midtown for 

her outstanding performance. It is a privilege to have her as an Academic Director for BIGI.

Our Champions

Shubha K
Grade 10

Netball - National Level 3rd place

Mindu 
Grade 9

Netball - National Level 3rd place

Khushi Jain 
Grade 8

Gymnastics - State Level Champion

Anagha 
Grade 1

Taekwondo - State Level 2nd Place

Lavan
Grade 2

Taekwondo - International Champion

Dhriti Chegur
Grade 3

Abacus - International Third Position 
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International Arena 
Splendid Moments

International Cultural Exchange 

w i t h  N e t h e r l a n d s  :  O u r  

institutions have always believed 

in Vishwa Manava the Universal 

Man concept as advocated by 

National Poet Kuvempu. In this 

regard the Founder Chairman has 

always emphasised on providing 

a m p l e  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  a n d  

platforms to students and staff for 

such continental exposure. As a 

part of this initiative, the 

institution had entered into 

participation in a Cultural 

Exchange Programme with a 

school in Holland. The school had 

invited twelve students and two 

staff members from Carolus 

Clucius College, Netherlands, who 

came down to India for an 
th nd 

exchange programme from 14  to 22 October 2016. The Dutch students stayed in the houses of our students. Each one felt very happy being offered the best 

facilities, great hospitality, care and concern by the students and parents at home and staff at school. They were provided the best learning programmes that 

included subject wise presentations, group discussion, panel discussion, Field Trips to Vedanta Techno Park, excursion to Mysore, village cooking class extra. 

They were given a royal welcome and farewell with mega cultural programmes on both inaugural and valedictory days. In fact they were in tears during 
thfarewell and  wanted to stay back in India.  On 9  May 2017, twelve students and two staff  members along with our founder chairman of our schools will 

proceed to participate in the Cultural Exchange for ten days that will culminate the programme. A team of eight professors had come in February 2017 to our 

schools for one day bi-lateral panel discussion on different dimensions of both the countries.   

Contemporary Chronicles

Sparkle - Festival of Creative Expressions : An Inter-school 

Cultural Fest was organized on 11th and 12th of November 

2016 to offer a platform for students to discover and showcase 

their hidden talents and enhance their creativity and thus 

unleash their productivity. Several schools including our 

school had participated in various events with great zeal and 

bagged prizes. The competitions included Quiz, Colours of Joy 

(Drawing and Painting), Talk of 

the Town (fancy dress with 

props), Freestyle solo dance, 

Theatre-  Dramatics  and 

Swimming, Radio Jockey, 

Culinary Champs, Dancing 

Daffodils, Vegetable Carving, 

Culinary Champs, Trashion 

Show, Painting and Radio 

Jockey. Kudos to one and all!

Inter School Arena
Sparkling Moments
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Golden Jubilee Celebrations 
Suvarna Sambhrama - A Cover Story

Contemporary Chronicles

nd rdThe Annual Day Celebrations for the year 2016-17 was held on 22  and 23  December 2016, at Kittur Rani Chennamma Stadium. It had a special dimension as 

it was the culmination of the Golden Jubilee as Suvarna Sambhrama-A Cultural Saga that was flagged off last year. The grand occasion had an amphitheatric 

effect with the colossal performances by the students trained by teachers and Principals of BIGI. The first day of Shining Stars, Preprimary and ICSE wings had 

Smt Padmavathi, Mayor, as the Chief Guest and the second day of State and CBSE wings had Smt Tejaswini Anantkumar Chairperson, Adhamya Chethana as the 

Chief Guest with an overwhelming response from the public the programme was well attended by a large number of dignitaries including Corporators, well-

wishers,  Rtn Dr D Muniraju Founder Chairman BIGI, Mrs Vijaya Muniraju President BIE,   Dr. Abraham Ebenezer Academic Advisor BIGI, Sri Kartik Muniraju 

Secretary BIGI, Sri Sanjeeva Reddy Secretary BIE, Dr.C.Jagannath Chairman Real TV,   Sri.N. Krishna Raju-Chairman KSRTC, other dignitaries of high profile, Ms 

Geetha Nagesh Principal State wing, Mr Arokia Raj P Principal CBSE wing and Ms Nalini Narayan Principal ICSE and Preprimary wings, parents, teachers and 

staff. The saga had a series of mesmerizing performances on both the days that included dances on themes of Retro, glorious Karnataka, continental ramp 

walk, Ramayana, instrumental, carols, tableau, musical dance and skit on save child labourer and save girl child etc to name a few.
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School Buzz....

World of Activities 

Academic Excellence: Endurance Towards Achieving the Goal

With the policy of every single student matters, the school has taken up 

initiative in conducting academic classes with more rigorous exercises in 

all the classes. Special classes were conducted in depth study for grades X 

and XII. Besides these learning activities, a number of remedial and special 

classes are conducted regularly for those students who have learning 

difficulty and who need extra attention. 71 students from grade XII and 35 

students from grade X wrote the Board examinations in March 2017. The 

BIGI Fraternity wished them all the very best in life.

World of Co-curricular Activities: Treasure Hunt of Talents

• Inter-school Dance Competitions: Students of our school won the 

first position in Group Dance at District Level Rotary Club Dance 

Competition. Congratulations to our students.

• Inter-school Sports and Games: We are glad to inform you that our 

students have taken part in the CBSE Cluster Level Football 

Championship, Under 19 category. They also participated in Vagdevi 

School Sports meet. Mahalakhsmi of Grade IX won two medals in 

athletic events - shot put and long jump.

• Inter-house Sports and Games: Inter-house competitions were 

conducted in Cricket, Badminton, inter house football, Swimming for 

boys and girls separately.

• Competitions for Literary Skills & Scientific aptitude: Inter-house 

competitions were conducted in Calligraphy, Art, Recitation, 

Elocution, Debate and Declamation in English, Hindi, Kannada, 

Sanskrit and French. Cooking without Fire competition was 

conducted to tap the culinary skills of students. All prize winners 

were awarded trophies and certificates on Prize Day.

• Competitive Exams: Green Olympiad, Maths Olympiad, Science 

Olympiad, Cyber Olympiad were conducted successfully for the 

students who participated with a great zeal.

• PTA Meetings-Partnering the Cause: Parent Teachers meeting 

were held after two exams. Two separate PTA meetings were 

conducted for students of Classes XII and X to discuss strategies and 

progress level of their academic performance and their remedial 

measures accordingly.

Flowers and Feathers 
of Bangalore International Academy, CBSE

Bangalore International Academy CBSE Wing Family : 
Rtn. Dr. D. Muniraju, Chairman BIGI, Mrs. Indrani Sudarshan, Academic Director,

Mr. Arokia Raj P, Principal  &  Staff

I  am a BIGite I  am a BIGite 

I will make this world better place, I will make this world better place, 

an abode of peace, joy, an abode of peace, joy, 

unity & loveunity & love

I  am a BIGite 

I will make this world better place, 

an abode of peace, joy, 

unity & love
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Flowers and Feathers 

of Bangalore International Academy, CBSE

School Buzz....

World of Activities 

• Excursion-Exploring the World: Excursion-Exploring the World: 

The School had organised an excursion to Innovative Film City for all 

students from grade I to XII on 19th November, 2016. The school had 

also organized educational cum pleasure tour to Singapore on 23rd 

January, 2017. Students were also taken to North India where they 

visited Delhi, Kullu, Manali from 26th December 2016 to 2nd January, 

2017.

• Celebration of Important Days: Celebration of Important Days: 

National Festivals, World Music Day, Children’s Day, Hindi Divas, 

Ganesh Chaturthi, Diwali, Kannada Rajyothsava, Bakrid, Christmas, 

Flag Day, Sankranthi, Republic Day and other important days were 

celebrated with much gusto!

• PTA Meetings-Partnering the Cause: Parent Teachers meeting 

were held after two exams. Two separate PTA meetings were 

conducted for students of Classes XII and X to discuss strategies and 

progress level of their academic performance and their remedial 

measures accordingly.

• Conference and Workshop: The Tata Group organized a workshop 

on Leadership and Management in which Mrs. Geetha Nagesh, 

Principal State, Mr. Arokia Raj P, Principal CBSE, Mrs. Nalini Narayan, 

Principal ICSE and Mr. Vaibhav HR Manager had participated on 
th

30  November 2016. Thereafter Mr. Arokia Raj P, Principal CBSE on 

behalf of other Principals 

attended a conference and 

workshop that was conducted 

by British Council at Chennai 

on 14th February 2017 on 

International School Award .

The school organized its Graduation ceremony for the students of grade XII an opportunity that provides the students to ponder that they have reached a stage 
that they should be ready to fly out of the nest of school independently to attain complete human personality. Rtn Dr.D.Muniraju Founder Chairman, BIGI was 
the Chief Guest. Dr.Abraham Ebenezer, Academic Advisor, BIGI was the Guest of Honour for the function. Mr.Arokia Raj P, Principal CBSE wing, Mrs Nalini 
Narayan Principal, ICSE wing, Admin Heads, teachers, staff, and parents were present making the day memorable. The key address was delivered by 
Dr.Abraham Ebenezer, who filled the students with his thoughts of wisdom and guidance. During the ceremony, BIGItes Alumni Association was inaugurated 
by BIGItes. Thereafter on 3 March 2017 the school had organized a Saraswathi Pooja seeking God’s blessings. 

Graduation Day - A New Journey Begins  to Face the World
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School Buzz....

World of Activities of Shining Stars 

Stars of Suvarna Sambhrama : The Annual Day Celebration

Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time by. But Vision with action will change our schools and thus 
the entire nation.

BIGI had its Annual Day on 22nd December 2016, at Kittur Rani Chennamma Stadium titled as 

Suvarna Sambhrama 2016, A Cultural Saga. The BIGI band of ICSE students escorted the chief 

guest and the dignitaries. Smt.Padmavathi Hon’ble Mayor of BBMP was the Chief Guest who 

addressed on the occasion. Rtn.Dr.D.Muniraju Founder Chairman BIGI, Dr.A.Ebenezer Academic 

Advisor BIGI and Mrs. Nalini Narayan Principal Shining Stars & ICSE and other dignitaries were 

present on the occasion.

The cultural programme started with the lighting of the lamp and an invocation dance, after which the 

tiny tots of Nursery gave an enthralling performances that rocked the stage one after the other. The 

young buds of LKG gave a message through a skit on Child Labour. The other numbers like Retro 

Rewind, Fantasy Land, Swach Bharath and Party Brats left a mesmerizing effect on the audience.

The blossoms of UKG came up with a mythological skit Abhignana Shakunthala. The whirl and twirl 

were seen in Vande Mataram, Chappale Song, Waka Waka, Goan Dance and Peacock Dance. The ecstatic ramp walk on Global Attire was well exhibited and 

adored. The entire function was interspersed with a wide variety of exhilarating performances. We truly believe that this programme was well appreciated by 

all parents and all present. We thank our dignitaries, parents, teachers and our tinytots for their numerous expressions of appreciation and support.

Shining Stars Celebrate Graduation Day of Grade UKG

Graduation Day is a roller coaster of emotions and a moment of celebration, achievement, and hope for the future.

-  Maria Montessori

Left to Right: Graduation Day celebrated on two consecutive days 17th and 18th Feb, a proud nostalgic moment in the hearts of many

Graduation Day is a day to reflect on the success of all our tiny tots completing kindergarten education. Their innocence retained, journey begun and a whole 

lot of dreams waiting to be achieved. The ceremony commenced with the lighting of the lamp by our dignitaries, followed by an invocation song by the students 

of LKG & UKG, which was followed by the inaugural dance invoking the blessings of Lord Ganesha by the UKG students. A very inspiring speech was shared by 

our respected Principal Mrs. Nalini Narayan, about the inculcation of values and domains of development in preschool learning in children. Our chairman 

Rtn.Dr.D.Muniraju, congratulated all the UKG Tiny Tots. It was an assured treat to watch our Shining Stars gallantly parading with their graduation robes and 

caps on, along with their class teachers. Sure to say, they all looked just stunning, mesmerizing and vibrant! The teachers then passed the light of knowledge on 

to the students, which shone brightly, shimmering as an epitome to the achievements of our 'Shining Stars'. A melodious promise song by the graduating 

students, 'This little guiding light of mine…' was sung by our tiny tots of UKG, who were later awarded with the mementoes and certificates for being successful 

graduates. It was indeed a proud moment to the management, teachers, parents, as well as all their well wishers to see our stars getting graduated.  Heer Jain 

and Mithika of UKG, shared their experience in Kindergarten. Mesmerizing indeed! Kudos to all these little achievers!

Buds & Bl ss ms 
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School Buzz....

World of Activities 

 Prize Day - Nursery & LKG :  Every child is special in God’s creation, winning and losing is just a 

part of the game. It is deeply satisfying to win a prize in the presence of an audience. The year 2016-17 

was designed with a lot of activities and competitions, like Memory Bank, Pick & Speak, Conversation 

on people who help us, Clay Modelling, Shining Stars Talent Hunt and Origami. During these 

programmes our talented students walked away  with  whole lot of prizes.  The prize winners’ joyful 

moments were witnessed by our proud parents and our teachers. Our students efforts, hard work and 

intelligence seemed to have really paid them off pretty well.

Children’s day was celebrated in the BIG-I 

Auditorium on 14th November 2016. The 

children of Shining Stars, Preprimary enjoyed a 

day filled with entertainment, provided by their 

respective teachers. The teachers of Nursery 

performed a skit on Sleeping Beauty which had the 

students spellbound. The teachers of LKG 

performed a contest party dance which the 

students found fascinating to watch. UKG teachers 

delighted all the students with a funky dance after 

which the children were given a chance to express 

their energy through dance.

Students of Shining Stars had been on a 
thfield trip on 25  November 2016 to 

Holiday Palm Resorts. The children were 

full of Excitement and took active part in 

Amusement rides, Outdoor games, Rain 

dance, etc. which helped them socialize 

and also gave them an opportunity to 

g a i n  e x p e r i e n c e  i n  a  u n i q u e  

environment.

Tinytots of Shining Stars enjoyed an outing to Decathlon, where they were all excited to see the 

various equipments used for different sport activities. This helped them to recognize, identify and 

memorize the various games and were able to name quite a few games and describe each one of them 

in detail.  The feel and touch method which is so important during the formative years of a child was 

experienced here at Decathlon. 

Field Trip to Decathlon: 

 Children’s Day Celebration: 

Founder Chairman Rtn.Dr.D.Muniraju, spends some 

moments with the children during Children’s Day 

Celebration. 

Children enthusiastically cheer their teachers.  

Field Trip-Exploring the World:

of Shining Stars 
Buds & Bl ss ms 
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Pearls & Petals 

of Bangalore International Academy, State 

School Buzz....

World of Activities 

• Season of Festivity- A Moment to Celebrate: The favourite festival of children 

Ganesh Chathurthi was celebrated and  blessing of Lord Ganesha was sought on all.

• Children’s Day: While we try to teach our children all about life, our children 

teaches what life is all about. Teachers entertained students with songs, dance, 

skits and some fun filled games making their day special. The assembly was 

conducted by the teachers playing the roles of students.

Excursion-Exploring the World:

• Trip to Talakadu and Somnathpur: Students of Grades 6 and 7 were taken to 

Talakadu and Somnathpur. Nothing beats exciting hands-on experience to deeper 

learning. The magic of a trip isn't just the subject. It’s the break in routine & 

adventure that opens up children's mind to new things.

• Trip to Goa- Go Go Goa!:  Students of Grades 8 to 10 were taken to Goa. Visiting 

beaches, museums, churches , forts, etc gave them new memories of their lifetimes 

and golden moments to cherish .

Graduation Day : Graduation is a time of warm memories of the past and big 
dreams of the future. Graduation Day was an enigmatic event which was 
celebrated on 11.3.2017 which instilled a sense of great pride and achievement 
in X grade students of BIA state wing. A ceremonial Oath taking was 
administered by Principal Ms.Geetha Nagesh. Dr. Abraham Ebenezer Academic 
Advisor addressed the students with the importance of 3 C’s of life & time 
management to achieve success in life.  He wished them good luck for their 
exams and their future endeavours. Rtn. Dr.Muniraju, Chairman BIGI presided 
over the function.
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of Bangalore International Academy, State 

School Buzz....

World of Activities 

• International Trip to Singapore-A World of Wanderlust: The child who 

has his curiosity ignited in his early years develops an excitement about 

learning and interacts easily with others having a head start in life. To give 

every child a head start, an International Study Tour to Singapore was 

organized. Ms. Geetha Nagesh Principal, Mr. Ashish escorted the students of 

State and CBSE to Singapore on13.1.2017.

• Prize Day-Treasure Discovered: It is deeply satisfying to win a prize, 

Children felt elated to receive prizes from Founder Chairman Rtn. 

Dr.Muniraju and Principal, Ms.Geetha Nagesh.

• Seva Utsav: Students proved their potential and put up an excellent show 

under the guidance of Principal Mrs Geetha Nagesh and the faculty members 

at the Seva Utsav organized by Adamya Chethana.

• Saraswathi Pooja: A special pooja was performed to seek the blessings of 

Goddess Saraswathi. Hall tickets were distributed by Chairman 

Rtn Dr.D Muniraju to Grade X students. He wished the students good luck for 

their forthcoming examination.

• Third PTM-Partnering the Cause:  The 

Third PTM was conducted on 12 February 

2017.The students were counselled to 

perform better in their final exams.  A special 

PTM was conducted for Grade X students 

where the parents’ concerns were addressed 

by the Principal Ms.Geetha Nagesh who 

discussed measures to improve their 

performance.

Bangalore International Academy State Wing Family : Bangalore International Academy State Wing Family : 
Rtn. Dr. D. Muniraju, Founder Chairman BIGI, Mrs. Geetha Nagesh, Principal  &  StaffRtn. Dr. D. Muniraju, Founder Chairman BIGI, Mrs. Geetha Nagesh, Principal  &  Staff

Bangalore International Academy State Wing Family : 
Rtn. Dr. D. Muniraju, Founder Chairman BIGI, Mrs. Geetha Nagesh, Principal  &  Staff
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World of Activities 

Annul Day Celebrations :  Annul Day Celebrations : We think of Annual Day as a platform for all the students to display their hidden talents. It is 

planned to bring out the talents collectively with the effort and support of teachers. A colourful cultural programme marked the Annual Day 

Celebrations of BIH on 22nd  December 2016, at Kittur Rani Chennama Stadium. The programme commenced with the lighting of the ceremonial 

lamp by Chief Guest Mrs. Padmavathi BBMP Mayor and guest of honour Sri.N. Krishna Raju-Chairman Karnataka Road Development Corporation 

ltd and other dignitaries including Rtn.Dr.D.Muniraju Founder Chairman BIGI, Smt.Vijayamuniraju - President of BIE, Dr. Abraham Ebenezer 

Academic Advisor BIGI,  Mr.Karthik Muniraju Secretary BIGI, Mr.Sanjeeva Reddy Secretary of BIE, Dr. C. Jagannath, Chairman Real TV, along with 

Mrs.Nalini Narayan Principal BIH. Ms Pavithra Ramesh, formally welcomed the eminent guests of the day and introduced the Chief Guest to the 

gathering. Mrs. Nalini Narayan Principal presented the Preamble of School Annual Report followed by the Annual Album 2016-17.

The programme started with a prayer song by ICSE Choir group followed by the empowering Aigiri Nandhini Inaugural Dance, which marked students show 

casing their classical dance moves continued with dances by the tiny tots which included various musical numbers from Shining Stars. Students across classes 

I-VIII assembled a resplendent pageant of music, dance and drama in culmination of the month-long journey. No effort was spared and the result spoke for 

itself with grace and received a thunderous applause from our audience. Anchors of the cultural programme were Mrs. Monisha and 

Ms. Meenakshi Kaul and the programme ended with a vote of thanks by Mrs. Keerthi Anand and concluded with the National Anthem.

The Teachers and Students of Bangalore International High – ICSE perform a 

very educative and inspiring skit, Save a Girl Child on the occasion of Suvarna 

Sambhrama 2016-17, that touched the hearts of all the present. 

The team efforts of both the teachers as well as the students together, was 

responsible for all the fine outcome of this heartwrenching  performance. We 

celebrated as their goal to strike a message which was met without any 

hindrance.

Open House – 2

nd•  Interactive: The second Open House meet of the year 2016-17 was held on 22  October 2016. It was a 

good opportunity for parents to have an interaction with the teachers about their ward's academic 

progress.

•  Thematic Representation: Each class was decorated using different themes wherein educative and 

creative models, charts and so on forming a part of the overall presentation.

•  Finding Remedies: Teachers offered Remedial classes for students whose performance required 

improvement. Parents were happy and agreed to send their wards for the same.

Gems & Genius 
of Bangalore International High, ICSE 

Field Trip: Students of BIH-ICSE wing had been 
th th

on a Field Trip on 24  & 25  Nov 16 to Wonderla. 

The children were full of enthusiasm and they took 

active participation in Amusement rides, Outdoor 

games, Rain dance, etc… which helped them 

socialize and also gave them an opportunity to gain 

experience in a unique environment.

Fill your life with adventure, not things have 

stories to tell nor stuff to show



Coming together is a beginning, working together is success & growing together is progress. 

CHRONICLES
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Various Competitions: The school organized competitions like Model Making, Quiz, Recitation with props and Origami. These competitions were conducted 

to develop the creativity, team spirit, involvement and also to build confidence among the children. Each student showcased their talents and we appreciate 

their competitive spirit.

All the Academic Achievements of the year 2016-17 wouldn’t have been possible without the ardous efforts of all our teaching as well as non teaching staff 

members. They have put their heart and soul into moulding the future of the children of BIGI family. We appreciate their hard work and dedication towards 

this institution.

Quiz Competition:  BIH-ICSE organized a quiz competition on 
th9  Nov 2016 in the ICSE auditorium. All students from class IV to VIII 

participated with great enthusiasm. The rounds included General 

Knowledge, Visual Round and rapid fire rounds. Questions were from 

different topics like Monuments of India and the World, Flags and 

Countries, Famous Personalities, Sports, etc. The teams Galileo, 

Aryabhatta, Isaac Newton and C.V Raman were thrilled to participate.     

Kannada Rajyotsava : Karnataka Rajyotsava was celebrated with great vigour and grandeur at our school 
rdpremises. The programme on 3  November 2016, began with a melodious invocation song by our students. 

Mrs.Shruthi Shastri, our beloved Kannada teacher, enlightened the audience with the importance of 

Rajyotsava. Students of grade 1 took the audience on a fascinating journey through the state's poets and their 

works for which they were awarded the honour of 'Jnaanapeeta'.

This was followed by a short skit on Kitturu Rani Channamma. Our beloved Principal Mrs.Nalini Narayan 

addressed the teachers and students on this occasion and wished one and all. The show was an educational 

journey for students and an opportunity to showcase Kannada culture and its rich heritage. The programme 

concluded on a grand note and everyone sang our 'Naada Geethe' – the state anthem – 'Jaya Bharatha 

Jananiya…' Thanks to Mrs.Suvarna our Kannada teacher, who hosted the complete programme wonderfully.

                                  Recitation Competition with Props:  
thBIH-ICSE organized a Recitation Competition with props for students from Class I to III on 9  November 2016. It was 

a feast for our eyes as kids participated with beautiful, creative props prepared by their parents we thank the parents 

for their support and enthusiasm shown towards this activity, which was a great success.  


